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Abstract. We study the maximal security attainable by adaptivem-out-of-n oblivious transfer proto-
cols with sublinear communication. It is known how to construct such protocols that are private, but
not known how to construct such protocols that are (fully) secure. We define the intermediate notion
of coherent oblivious transfer protocols that in particular may have applications in private inference
control. Coherence, like the (full) security of oblivious transfer is based on the comparison with the
ideal model, with the relaxation that Sender can send the trusted third party a set of predicates so that
Receiver aborts if any of the predicates hold on the queries, sent thus far. Thus, in a coherent oblivious
transfer protocol, Receiver gets to know that Sender cheats but cannot complain without violating his
own privacy. We then propose a simple and efficient transformation of an arbitrary1-out-of-n private
oblivious transfer protocol to a coherent protocol with only slightly larger communication. The result-
ing protocol is coherent, assuming that the original protocol is private and that there exists a family of
collision-resistant hash functions.
Keywords: commitment scheme, hash tree, oblivious transfer, private inference control, secure two-
party computation.

1 Introduction

During an (n,m)- OT` protocol, Receiver retrievesm entries from Sender’s databaseS =
(S[1], . . . , S[n]), S[i] ∈ {0, 1}`, so that a computationally bounded Sender does not obtain any new in-
formation, and an unbounded Receiver does not obtain any information except thesem entries. Oblivious
transfer is an important subprotocol of many cryptographic protocols (e.g., for privacy-preserving data min-
ing). Moreover, oblivious transfer is necessary and sufficient for multi-party computation [Kil88]. Thus,
studying the security of oblivious transfer protocol, and in particular also studying how secure can be a
communication-efficient oblivious transfer protocol, is of great importance.

The security of an oblivious transfer protocol, like the security of any two-party protocol [Gol04], is
defined by comparison to the ideal model with a trusted third party. There, Sender first sends his database
to the third party, and then the third party answers the queries of Receiver. In this ideal case, security
of honest Sender corresponds to sender-privacy (since Sender has no private output), while for Receiver-
security it is additionally required that Receiver obtains a correct output. One natural way of achieving
Receiver-security is by requiring Sender to forward to the Receiver, at the beginning of the protocol, a
commitment to every element of his database. Next, during each separate protocol execution, Receiver
obtains information that is necessary to open a single element of the committed database. Additionally,
Sender proves in zero-knowledge the correctness of his actions. Therefore, Receiver can be sure that the
retrieved elements were contained in a single database snapshot of Sender, and that in particular, they
did not depend anyhow on the actual queries of Receiver. However, such an implementation has total
communication at leastΩ(n) +m · C(n, `), whereC(n, `) is the communication of a single execution of
the underlying(n, 1)- OT` protocol.

Moreover, form = 1, privacy and security are essentially equal as requirements unless one con-
siders committed or verifiable oblivious transfer, see Sect. 3. Because of this and because of the linear
communication seemingly needed by stronger security notions, it has become standard to constructpri-
vate(n, 1)- OT` protocolswhere one only considers correctness in the semi-honest case and privacy of
Receiver and Sender in the malicious case. Recently, Lipmaa [Lip05] and Gentry and Ramzan [GR05]
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proposed two-message receiver-private(n, 1)- OT` protocols, with low-order polylogarithmic commu-
nication, that can be straightforwardly extended to sender-private protocols by using transformations
from [NP99a,AIR01,LL05].

In the casem > 1, security is a much stronger requirement than privacy. For example, if Receiver
retrieves adaptively up tom entries from Sender’s database then it is natural and often necessary to require
that Sender cannot change his input (database) during the execution of the protocol, and in particular, that
he cannot use different inputs to answer different queries of Receiver.

We study how much of security can have an (adaptive) oblivious transfer protocol with sublinear com-
munication. (This is a dual question to what cryptographic assumptions are necessary for receiver-private
oblivious transfer with sublinear communication [KO00].) We introduce an intermediate security notion—
that is weaker than full security and stronger than privacy—for(n,m)- OT` protocols. Namely, we modify
the ideal model so that together with his database, Sender also sends to the trusted third party (TTP) some
randomized “aborting” predicates. After receiving theith query from Receiver, if theith predicate hold on
the queries that Receiver has sent thus far then the TTP returns a⊥ message. We say that the protocol is
coherentif any attack against honest Receiver in the real world has a counterpart in the ideal world.

While our initial motivation for this work was mainly theoretical, we want to emphasize that coherent
oblivious transfer is very useful in situations like private inference control [WS04] where Sender needs to
restrict the access of malicious Receivers. In this case, Sender can deny Receiver’s accept to some query
patterns without obtaining information about the actual queries. We think that this application is interesting
enough to motivate the study of coherent oblivious transfer also from practical viewpoint.

We propose a generic transformation from an arbitrary private(n, 1)- OT`
′

protocol, for somè ′ > `,
to a coherent(n,m)- OT` protocol. In the resulting protocol, Sender first publishes ashortlist commitment
Com(S) to the whole database. That is,Com(S) commits to the database in a way that later one can publish
short certificates (partial openings) that make it possible to verify that a particular database element belongs
to S. During every adaptive execution of the(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol, Receiver obtains a single element of

the database together with a certificate that is sufficient to verify that the retrieved database element is
consistent with the list commitment. The main properties of this transformation are summarized below.

Receiver-privacy follows straightforwardly from the computational-privacy of the underlying
(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol, provided that Receiver does not let Sender know whether he aborted at any moment.

Therefore, we have a trade-off between utility (Receiver would like to obtain allm items, and if Sender
cheats, he would like to complain) and receiver-privacy. For computational/statisticalsender-privacy, we
have to assume that the used list commitment scheme is computationally/statistically hiding and the un-
derlying (n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol is computationally/statistically sender-private. For this, we also construct

a statistically hiding version of the hash tree that might be of independent interest. See Sect. 2 for the
construction and for a brief comparison with previous work.

SinceCom(S) was published before any of the queries was made by Receiver then the fact that protocol
is coherentfollows from the fact that the list commitment scheme is computationally binding. The security
proof is somewhat nontrivial since we need a simulator that works in timeΘ(nm). Therefore, say, simulator
works in polynomial-time if (1)m is constant or (2)m = o(n/ lnn) and the list commitment scheme is
binding against non-uniform adversaries that work in sub-exponential time.

Assuming that the underlying(n, 1)- OT`
′

protocol has communication complexityC(n, `′) and that
there exists a binding list commitment schemeLC (e.g., a hash tree), the transformation results in an coher-
ent(n,m)- OT` protocol with total communication complexity|pk|+ |Com(S)|+m ·C(n, kLC(n) + `),
wherepk is the public key of the underlying list commitment scheme andkLC(n) is the bit-length of the
certificate. In particular,̀′ = kLC(n) + `. In the case of hash trees,kLC(n) is equal to(log2 n − 1)λ + `,
whereλ is the image length of the underlying hash function, andCom(S) s is equal to the root hash of
a modified hash tree constructed overS. In particular, when using recent polylogarithmic-communication
(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocols [CMS99,Lip05,GR05] in conjunction with communication-efficient list commit-

ment schemes, we get an coherent(n,m)- OT` protocol with communicationΘ(m · poly(logn)).
Finally, in a coherent oblivious transfer protocol, Receiver gets to know that Sender cheats but cannot

complain without violating his own privacy. Because of this, it is important to restrict the set of aborting
predicates that Sender can send to the TTP. We also demonstrate a positive result in this direction.
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Notation. For t ∈ Z+, let [t] := {1, . . . , t}. For a distribution (random variable)X, let x ← X denote
the assignment ofx according toX. We often identify sets with the uniform distributions on them, and
algorithms with their output distributions, assuming that the algorithm that outputs this distribution is clear
from the context or just straightforward to construct. Letk be the security parameter. Throughout this paper,
we denote Sender’s database size byn, the number of adaptive queries bym and the length of database
elements bỳ .

2 List Commitments

In the later generic transform we needlist commitment schemes. Recall that an ordinary commitment
schemeCOM is specified by a triple of algorithms(Gen,Com,Open), where: (a) initialization algo-
rithm Gen generates public parameterspk; (b) commitment algorithmCompk : M × R → C × D is
used to get a randomized pair(c, d) ← Compk(m, r) that we usually denote as(c, d) ← Compk(m),
where the commitmentc is sent to another party andd is kept for later use, and (c) an opening function
Openpk : C × D → M ∪ {⊥} opens anc ∈ C, given access tod, so that for allm ∈ M andr ∈ R,
Openpk(Compk(m; r)) = m.

A list commitment schemeis a commitment scheme for listsS = (S[1], . . . , S[n]), with n ≤ poly(k),
that additionally allows partial opening of the committed value. That is, a list commitment scheme is a
quadruple(Gen,Com,Cert,Open), with Certpk : D × N → D, such that: for everyS ∈ Mn and every
i ∈ [n], if (c, d) ← Compk(S) thenCertpk(d, i) returns a valuedi such thatOpenpk(c, di) = (i, S[i]).
In the case of hiding list commitment schemes (see Lem. 1),Gen can be an interactive protocol between
Receiver and Sender.

The simplest list commitment consists of the list of ordinary commitment values(c1, . . . , cn) to
(S[1], . . . S[n]), however it has commitment length|Compk(S)| that is linear inn. Another famous example
of a binding (though not hiding) list commitment is hash tree [Mer80], whereGen generates a randomh
from a collision-resistant hash function family,Comh(S) returns the hash tree root onS as a commitment
valuec, and setsd ← S. A partial openingCerth(S, i) is the hash certificate for theith node, i.e., the
minimum amount of information required to verify thatS[i] belonged to the database that was committed
by Comh(S).

Like commitments schemes, a list commitment scheme is required to be binding and hiding. More
precisely, for a non-uniform adversaryA = {Ak}, define

Advbind
COM(A, k) := Pr

 pk← Gen(1k), (c, d0, d1)← Ak(pk),
(i0,m0)← Openpk(c, d0), (i1,m1)← Openpk(c, d1) :
i0 6= i1 ∧ ⊥ 6= m0 6= m1 6= ⊥


and

Advhide
COM(A, k) := 2 ·

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Pr

 pk← Gen(1k), (S0, S1)← Ak(pk), b← {0, 1},
(c, d)← Compk(Sb) : S0, S1 ∈ {0, 1}`n ∧
A

Certpk(d,·)
k (pk, S0, S1, c) = b

− 1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where probability is taken over coin tosses of all relevant algorithms, andA can queryCert(d, i) on inputs
i whereS0[i] = S1[i]. A list commitment scheme iscomputationally hidingif for all family A = {Ak}
of polynomial-size circuits,Advhide

COM(A, k) ≤ k−ω(1). A commitment scheme iscomputationally binding
if for any familyA = {Ak} of polynomial-size circuits,Advbind

COM(A) ≤ k−ω(1). In the case of unbounded
adversaries, we speak respectively aboutstatistical hidingandstatistical binding.

Note that the hiding property for list commitments is defined exactly the same way as for ordinary
commitments, except that the adversary has access to an additional oracle. On the other hand, the binding
property has now a different interpretation—it should be infeasible to open same part of commitment
differently. It might even be infeasible to fully open the commitment under successful attack.

Going back to the example of hash trees, the certificate (partial opening)di is valid when it is con-
sistent with the root hashc, otherwiseOpenh(c, di) = ⊥. Clearly, the binding property follows from
the non-uniform collision-resistance of the function familyH: if an adversary can find a double opening
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(j, xj) 6= (j, x̂j) then there must be a collision in the root path. Thus, collision resistance ofH implies that
polynomial-size hash trees are binding. On the other hand, a pure hash tree is not hiding since the hash
certificateCerth(S, i) reveals not onlyS[σ] but alsoS[σ⊕ 1], the sibling ofS[σ] in the tree. However, one
can straightforwardly make the hash trees hiding as follows. See, e.g., [MRK03] for a similar construction.
Since we do not need to provide the zero-knowledge property then our construction is somewhat simpler.

Lemma 1. Assume the existence of a computationally/statistically hiding commitment scheme. There ex-
ists a computationally/statistically hiding list commitment scheme with comparable efficiency to the hash
tree.

Proof (Sketch).Construction of this list commitment scheme is straightforward: given a databaseS, first
compute a databaseS′, where withS′[i] = Compk(S[i]; ri) is an ordinary computationally/statistically
hiding commitment toS[i]. Then use the non-hiding hash-tree list commitment scheme onS′, but include
also the pair(S[i], ri) to the newCertpk(d, i). Here,pk is defined jointly by Receiver and Sender, and
therefore the resulting list commitment scheme has two keys,h defined by Receiver andpk defined jointly
by Receiver and Sender. (If the commitment scheme is perfectly hiding then Receiver can also generatepk
by himself.) ut

3 Preliminaries on Oblivious Transfer

The participants of anm-out-of-n oblivious transfer protocol for̀-bit strings,(n,m)- OT`, are Receiver
and Sender. Sender holds a databaseS of lengthn, with every element being aǹ-bit string, and Chooser
holds an indexi ∈ [n]. Intuitively, the protocol enables Chooser to readm locationsσ1, . . . σm of S without
a computationally-bounded Sender learning anything about anyσj . Moreover, an unbounded Receiver
should not learn anything about other elements of the database even if he can choose the subsequent queries
adaptively.

The standard security definition of an oblivious transfer protocol is given via comparison with its ideal
model implementation [Gol04]. The ideal model implementation is defined as follows. Assume(n,m, `)
is a system parameter. The TTP receives from SenderS = (S[1], . . . , S[n]), whereS[i] ∈ {0, 1}`. The
TTP now receives from Receiverm adaptive queriesσ1, . . . , σm. For every queryσj , the TTP sends⊥ to
Receiver if Sender issues an abort command or ifj > m. Otherwise, the TTP forwards the elementS[σj ]
to Receiver.

Following [Gol04], we say that an(m,n)- OT` protocol is (1)correct, if in the case of honest Receiver
and Sender, Receiver always gets the queried elements; (2) computationallyreceiver-private, if—assuming
that Receiver is honest—the views of a polynomial-size non-uniform malicious Sender, corresponding to
any two inputs of an honest Receiver, are computationally indistinguishable; (3) computationallyreceiver-
secure, if—assuming that Receiver is honest—any attack by a polynomial-size non-uniform malicious
Sender in the real world can be converted, by a polynomial-size non-uniform simulator, to an attack in the
ideal world such that the joint output distributions of Receiver and Sender are computationally indistin-
guishable; (4) statisticallysender-private, if—assuming that Sender is honest—any attack by a malicious
Receiver in the real world can be converted, by a simulator, to an attack in the ideal world such that the
output distributions of Receiver are statistically indistinguishable. An(m,n)- OT` protocol issecureif it
is receiver-secure and sender-private, andprivate if it is correct, receiver-private and sender-private.

In committed oblivious transfer[CvdGT95,GMY04], Receiver is committed toσ, Sender is commit-
ted separately to everyS[i], and at the end Receiver obtains a commitment toS[σ]. Committed oblivious
transfer can be used to perform tasks like oblivious circuit evaluation, mental games and distributed compu-
tation [CvdGT95]. According to the definition of [CC00, Sect. 4], a1-out-of-n verifiable oblivious transfer
protocol for `-bit strings is an oblivious transfer protocol on committed values, where Sender has made
n commitmentsCS[i], containingn valuesS[i], and Receiver has made a commitmentCσ, containing
σ ∈ [n]. The requirements are that Receiver outputsS[σ] without learning anything about valuesS[σ′], for
σ′ 6= σ, and that Sender does not learn anything aboutσ. Verifiable oblivious transfer has been studied in
quite a few previous papers [CvdGT95,CD97,NP99b,CC00,AJL04,Lip03,GMY04]. (Though at least the
protocols [NP99b,AJL04,Lip03] are not verifiable but coherent, according to the definitions of the next
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section.) Differently from verifiable/committed oblivious transfer, we prefer not to explicitly require any
element to be committed.

In any implementation of a secure(n,m)- OT` protocol,m > 1, also Receiver’s aborting probability
must be almost the same for all possible queries, even if a malicious Server changes database between
queries. Current state of the art methods use one of the two following alternatives to achieve this. First,
Receiver and Server execute the private(n,m)- OT` protocol and then Server proves in zero-knowledge
that all his steps are correct—this results in communicationΩ(nm). Alternatively [OK04], Server first
sends an element-wise encrypted database such that the decryption keys are independent of the data, and
later Receiver and Sender securely compute the necessary decryption key. Although, the latter method
might use on more communication-efficient zero-knowledge proofs that can be even polylogarithmic in
security parameter, it still has total communicationΩ(nm`).

There exist several techniques [NP99a,AIR01,LL05] to transformany (n, 1)- OT` protocol
into a sender-private(n, 1)- OT` protocol with comparable communication. Some polylogarithmic-
communication(n, 1)- OT` protocols were proposed in [CMS99,Lip05,GR05], and some sublinear-but-
superpolylogarithmic(n, 1)- OT` protocols were proposed in [KO97,Ste98]. Any private(n, 1)- OT` pro-
tocol can be, by repetition, straightforwardly transformed into a private(n,m)- OT` protocol.

For (n, 1)- OT` protocols, privacy and security are often equivalent since there one does not have any
problems with the consistency of Sender’s inputs unless one is required to commit the inputs. Therefore, in
the casem = 1 one is interested either in private(n, 1)- OT` protocols or in secure committed(n, 1)- OT`

protocols.

4 Coherent Oblivious Transfer: Security Definitions

As mentioned in the previous section, secure oblivious transfer seems to need linear communication. On
the other hand, there exist several private protocols with polylogarithmic communication. As explained in
introduction, privacy might not be sufficient in all applications. The main goal of this paper is to show
that privacy is not the strongest relevant security notion for oblivious transfer protocols that still allows
sublinear communication.

In a protocol with sublinear communication, we most probably cannot neither commit to/encrypt all
separate elements of the database nor provide a full zero-knowledge proof that the probability of aborting
would be exactly the same for all Receiver’s queries. Without zero-knowledge proofs, even if the protocol
is otherwise secure, it becomes possible that Sender obtains additional information in the case Receiver
acknowledges that he aborts in the middle of the protocol. This happens if Sender can make Receiver to
abort depending on Receiver’s queries.

Thus, we have arrived to the next security definition, that, as we will show in Sect. 5, can be imple-
mented by using sublinear communication. Consider first the next ideal implementation. Assume(n,m, `)
is a system parameter. Fori ∈ [m], let Pi be a set of predicates on[n]i. The TTP receives from Sender
S = (S[1], . . . , S[n]), whereS[i] ∈ {0, 1}`, and a set of possibly randomly picked predicates{pi}, pi ∈ Pi
for i ∈ [m]. Here,pi is given by its truth table. The TTP then receives from Receiverm adaptive queries
σ1, . . . , σm. For every queryσj , the TTP sends⊥ to Receiver if Sender issues an abort command,j > m
or if pj(σ1, . . . , σj) = 1. Otherwise, the TTP forwards the elementS[σj ] to Receiver.

The definitions of correctness and sender-privacy stay unmodified. Similarly to the previous definitions,
we say that an(m,n)- OT` protocol iscoherentfor {Pi}, if—assuming that Receiver is honest—any attack
by a non-uniform malicious Sender in the real world can be converted, by a polynomial-size non-uniform
simulator, to an attack in the ideal world such that the joint output distributions of Receiver and Sender are
computationally indistinguishable. We say that an oblivious transfer protocol iscoherentif it is coherent
for the set of all (efficiently computable) predicates on[n]i.

Intuitively, a protocol is coherent if and only if that simulator outputs the same answer whenever Re-
ceiver does not abort, and aborts whenever Receiver aborts—except with a negligible probability. The only
possibility to define this in the ideal model seems to be the way taken by us, letting Sender to send query-
dependent abort commands to TTP. The adaptive case, where the predicates depend on the previous queries,
is clearly equivalent from the security viewpoint.
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COMMON INPUT: Both parties holdk, n, `,m and`′ := `+ kLC(n).
CHOOSER’ S INPUT: (σ1, . . . , σm) ∈ [n]m (possibly chosen adaptively).
SENDER’ S INPUT: S = (S[1], . . . , S[n]) ∈ {0, 1}n`.
UNDERLYING PROTOCOLS:

A list commitment schemeLC = (Gen,Com,Open,Cert), an(n, 1)- OT`
′

protocolOT .

Initialization phase:

1. Receiver and Sender generate jointly apk← Gen(1k).
2. Sender does: Set(c, d) ← Compk(S). Store a databaseπ, whereπ[j] ← Certpk(d, j) for j ∈ [n]. Sendc to

Receiver. Stored andcounter← 1.
3. Receiver storesc.

Protocol execution on a single queryσ:

1. Sender aborts ifcounter > m. Otherwise, Sender incrementscounter.
2. Receiver and Sender execute a single run ofOT on databaseπ.
3. Letd(σ) be Receiver’s private output inOT .
4. Receiver outputss if Openpk(c, d(σ)) = (σ, s) for somes, and⊥, otherwise.

Protocol 1: A new coherent(n,m)- OT` protocol

Utility versus privacy. As mentioned before, it is unknown how to construct a secure(n,m)- OT` pro-
tocol with sublinear construction. In a coherent but not secure protocol, the event that Receiver outputs⊥
depends on the queries he has made thus far. Therefore, if Receiver complains that Sender cheated then
Sender gets to know something about Receiver’s queries. Therefore, in a receiver-private and coherent pro-
tocol, an honest Receiver must not send any feedback to Sender on whether he aborted or not. Thus, there
is a strict tradeoff between utility and privacy. (Though, as we point out in Sect. 6, coherent but not fully
secure oblivious transfer has applications in private inference control.) In practice, one can improve upon
it by allowing Receiver to occasionally ask the Sender,after obtaining the output of a coherent protocol, to
prove in zero-knowledge the correctness of his actions, so that a caught Sender would be imposed a heavy
fine.

Because of the privacy concerns, it is clearly desirable that a protocol is coherent for as small set
of predicates as possible. An important intermediate goal is the case wherepi is just a predicate on the
Receiver’sith query; we say that a(m,n)- OT` protocol ismemoryless-coherentif this holds. In the case
of a memoryless-coherent(m,n)- OT` protocols, if Sender gets to know that Receiver did obtain⊥ as a
response to hisith query then some information about theith query only will be leaked.

5 New Coherent Oblivious Transfer Protocol

Assume that we are given a list commitment schemeLC, with |Certpk(·, ·)| = kLC(n) for anyS with ]S =
n and for anyi ∈ [n], and an(n, 1)- OT`+kLC(n) protocolOT with communicationC(n, `+ kLC(n)). A
candidate coherent(n,m)- OT` protocol is depicted by Prot. 1. It is easy to see that Prot. 1 is correct. As
for communication-efficiency, Prot. 1 has total communication|pk|+ |Compk(π)|+m ·C(n, `+ kLC(n)).
By using the same techniques as in [IKO05], one can build a list commitment scheme based on every
(adaptive) coherent oblivious transfer protocol. Thus, in particular, a coherent oblivious transfer protocol
exists iff there exists a list commitment scheme.

Computational receiver-privacy of Prot. 1 follows directly from the receiver-privacy of the underlying
(n, 1)- OT` protocolOT . More precisely:

Lemma 2 (Computational receiver-privacy).Assume thatOT is receiver-private and thatLC is any list
commitment scheme. Then Prot. 1 is receiver-private.

Proof. Clear, since adversary’s view consists of a random public keypk and ofm queries ofLC. ut
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Thus for receiver-privacy,LC does not have to be hiding or binding. Since for the protocol to be coherent,
LC has to be binding, we can use the “plain” hash trees in the case whereLC has to be receiver-private and
coherent but not sender-private.

For computational/statistical sender-privacy of Prot. 1, it is needed thatOT is computation-
ally/statistically sender-private and thatLC is a computationally/statistically hiding list commitment
scheme (see Lem. 1).

Lemma 3. Assume thatLC is statistically hiding and thatOT is statistically sender-private. Then Prot. 1
is statistically sender-private.

Proof. Standard hybrid argument. LetεOT quantify how close the simulator’s output is to Sender’s view
in the case of the proof of sender-privacy of(n, 1)- OT`

′
. In the gameG0 (that corresponds to a real

execution), Receiver sees(pk, c) andm views corresponding to executions of the(n, 1)- OT`
′

protocol.
In gameG1, the (n, 1)- OT`

′
protocolOT is replaced by an ideal(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol. Therefore, in

this game, Receiver’s view is(pk, c) together withm elementsCert(d, σj). Thus, attackers advantages in
gamesG0 andG1 differ at most bym·εOT . In gameG2, we replaceLC with an ideal commitment scheme.
In this game, attacker’s advantage changes byAdvhide

LC (A, k). Thus, in gameG0, attacker’s advantage is not
larger thanAdvhide

LC (A, k) +m · εOT . ut

Lemma 4. Assume thatLC is binding and thatnm is polynomial in the security parameter. Then Prot. 1
is coherent.

Proof. We construct a simulator that, given black-box access to malicious SenderA, does the following. It
feedsA random coins according to their distribution in the real execution. Recall that predicates are given
by their truth tables. Then

1. Generate a randompk and send it to Verifier. Get back “commitment”c. Send an abort command to
TTP if Sender aborts. Construct a databaseS with initial valuesS[j] ← 0` and a databaseH with
initial valuesH[j]← ⊥, for all j ∈ [n].

2. For allj ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and for all(σ1, . . . , σj) ∈ {0, 1}`j do:
(a) Letσ := (σ1, . . . , σj) be the current node.
(b) RewindA back to the state, corresponding to the node(σ1, . . . , σj−1) (or to the initial state, if

j = 1).
(c) Execute the(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol withA with Receiver’s private inputσj , let π be Receiver’s

private output in this protocol run.
(d) If π = ⊥ then labelσ by “(Sender’s state,⊥)” and setpj(σ) = 0, else

i. If H[d] 6= ⊥ andS[d] 6= a then abort (LC is broken), else setS[d]← a andH[d]← >.
ii. Labelσ by “(Sender’s state,(a, d) := Open(c, π)),” setpj(σ) = 1.

3. Send(S, {pi}) to TTP and outputA’s output in this protocol, given (say) Receiver’s input(1, . . . , 1).

Thus, for any query profile(σ1, . . . , σm) of Receiver, the ideal and real world “behave” the same, except
when the simulator breaks the binding property ofLC. Simulator’s working time is dominated by the
execution of(nm − 1)/(n− 1) = Θ(nm) oblivious transfer protocols. ut

In particular, the simulator runs in polynomial time—and thus it suffices to assume thatLC is binding—if
m is an arbitrary constant. Alternatively, we can make a stronger assumption thatLC is binding against
non-uniform adversaries of subexponential size; such an assumption is quite common [Pas03,BP04]. Then,
Prot. 1 is computationally coherent form = o(n/ log n).

On memoryless-coherent protocols.If we also consider stateful protocols then there is no black-box
construction from an arbitrary(n,m)- OT` protocol to a memoryless-coherent(n,m)- OT`. For ex-
ample, assume that the(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol is any of the protocols based on homomorphic encryp-

tion [Ste98,AIR01,Lip05], and modify it to a stateful protocol where in thejth execution of(n, 1)- OT`
′
,

Receiver sends queries, corresponding to(σ1, . . . , σj , σ
′
j+1, . . . , σ

′
m) for randomly chosenσ′j′ , and en-

crypted under thesamepublic key. For example, if we modify the oblivious transfer protocol from [AIR01],
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then in the second query, Receiver sends(EK(σ1), EK(σ2), . . . ). When replying to the second query, by
using the properties of homomorphic encryption, Sender can make his answer depend on the fact whether
σ1 = σ2. Therefore, the new(n, 1)- OT`

′
protocol is clearly private, but the resulting(n,m)- OT` pro-

tocol is not memoryless-coherent. However, we can show that Prot. 1 is memoryless-coherent if Receiver
in OT is stateless, i.e., when the subsequent executions ofOT with the same Receiver are completely
independent.

Lemma 5. Assume thatLC is binding,OT is receiver-private and stateless and thatnm is polynomial in
the security parameter. Then Prot. 1 is memoryless-coherent.

Proof (Sketch).Assume that we have an adversaryA that breaks the memoryless-coherent property of
Prot. 1. That is, he can force Receiver to abort as a predicatepi on Receiver’s queries(σ1, . . . , σi) thus
far, such thatpi is a non-trivial function of least on two different valuesσa andσb for a, b ≤ i. Since the
protocol is stateless then the adversary can play the role of Receiver in roundb > a to breach the privacy of
Receiver in rounda: given his knowledge of whether he aborted in roundb, he will have some advantage
in guessingσa, given the valuepi(σa, σb). ut

Essentially all proposed oblivious transfer protocols, including the sublinear ones, are stateless. However,
protocols based on homomorphic encryption can be easily made stateful by not generating a new encryption
key at every protocol execution.

6 Applications And Open Problems

A coherent oblivious transfer protocol makes it possible for Receiver to obtain, in a privacy-preserving
manner, a database element and then verify whether it is consistent with a previously published database
digest. This has applications in privacy-preserving time-stamping, or in the case of secure communication
when a party wants to retrieve a correct public key from a PKI directory, without revealing which party he
wants to communicate with.

Moreover, coherent oblivious transfer is very useful in situations like private inference control [WS04]
where Sender needs to restrict the access of malicious Receivers. In this case, Sender can deny Receiver’s
accept to some query patterns without obtaining information about the actual queries. We think that this
application is interesting enough to motivate the study of coherent oblivious transfer also from practical
viewpoint.

We used both list commitment schemes and(n, 1)- OT`
′

protocols. One can construct commit-
ment schemes from any oblivious transfer protocols [IKO05]. Therefore, one can also construct (linear-
communication) list commitment schemes from any oblivious transfer protocol. However, it seems that
for sublinear communication, something extra (akin to collision-resistancy) is needed. Another interest-
ing open question is to find a generic transformation from any non-sender-private but receiver-secure
(n, 1)- OT` protocol to a sender-private and receiver-secure(n, 1)- OT` protocol, as the already known
transformations [NP99a,AIR01,LL05] do not preserve receiver-security.
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